
1. Buy Ethereum

The majority of NFTs are built on Ethereum. You need Ethereum to enter 
the world of non-fungible tokens because it's the native currency.
In order to buy Ethereum, you will first need to find a cryptocurrency 
exchange - such as FTX or Binance. If you have just created a 
cryptocurrency account, you must first verify yourself via an identity card.

If you want to set up an account, identify yourself and send money as 
soon as possible, I recommend the Paybis service, which you can find at 
paybis.com.

2. Get a crypto wallet

There are many Ethereum wallets in the market. The most popular one is 
MetaMask by far. MetaMask is a browser extension, which you can 
download from Chrome Web Store or Firefox Add-ons Store, for example. 
Once you install this extension, you can store Ethereum and Ethereum-
based tokens.
Setting up a crypto wallet may sound daunting, but it's often done quickly. 
Once the little fox logo (Metamask) appears in your browser tab bar, click 
it. You'll then be guided through a few steps.

Be extra careful with your crypto wallet. Phishing scams targeting 
MetaMask users are common on social media. But there's no need to 
panic: As long as you do not share your seed phrase, you are safe.

3. Send Ethereum to your Wallet

Go to the "Send" or "Withdraw"  (or by paybis.com Service “Exchange“) 
page on your cryptocurrency wallet. Here you can transfer money to a 
crypto wallet. 
You will be prompted to enter the amount you want to send and a 
blockchain address, Here you will need to enter your public Ethereum 
Address as displayed on your MetaMask wallet (starts with 0x). 
The Ethereum address is basically your bank account number on the 
blockchain. 
After you have done this step, wait 5 minutes until you see your transfer in 
your Metamask Wallet.

http://paybis.com


For Info: You have to pay transaction fees, which in Ethereum are called 
"gas fees" and are anything but fixed. The price fluctuates frequently, 
which can be a bit confusing for newcomers. You can check the status of 
Gas at https://etherscan.io/gastracker. MetaMask suggests a Gas Fee 
amount, which depends on the network conditions at the time, so you 
don't have to calculate the price yourself.

4. Buy NFTs

Click the Mint now button on the Scavenger Orion website 
(scavengerorion.com). 
After you connect your Metamask Wallet, click the Mint Now button again.

5. Done

You have successfully purchased an Artygeeks NFT. Congratulations

Source: https://decrypt.co/resources/beginners-guide-to-nfts-how-to-
buy-an-ethereum-nft
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